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Anotácia 
Kvôli súčasnej legislatíve EÚ a otváraniu trhov s energiou sa zdôrazňujú hlavne dve oblasti energetických 
aplikácií - environmentálne výkazníctvo a hospodárenie s energiou. 

Výkazníctvo o emisiách je usmerňované niekoľkými smernicami EÚ a medzinárodnými dohodami ako napr. 
návrh pre obchodovanie s emisiami. Smernice sú nápomocné pri zavádzaní riadenia informácií o emisiách a 
procedúrach o výkazníctve avšak požiadavky a odlišnosti definované miestnymi úradmi sú zložitým 
problémom tak pre dodávateľov a rovnako aj pre výrobcov energie. 

Hospodárenie s energiou v prípade priemyselnej výroby energie (kombinovaná výroba elektrickej energie) je 
aplikácia, ktorá ponúka reálne nástroje pre prognózovanie potreby energie výrobných závodov a 
optimalizáciu energetickej bilancie vlastnej výroby, nákupu a spotreby týchto závodov. Toto môže priniesť 
významné zníženie spotreby a nákladov na energiu vo výrobných závodov. 

Pre tieto aplikácie je potrebná presná a dobre riadená informácia. Ako zdroje informácií sa môžu použiť 
databázy udalostí a histórie procesov, externé a ERP zdroje. Výpočtové aplikácie vygenerujú 
charakteristické hodnoty, ktoré sa použijú pre monitorovanie prevádzky, zvýšenie disponibility závodu a 
zvýšenie výkonu. 

Obvyklé nástroje MS-Office ako napr. Excel sú najvhodnejšie nástroje pre výkazníctvo a spracovanie 
informácií. Integračné nástroje sú potrebné pre kombinovanie dát z rôznych zdrojov do jedného kanála, 
spracovanie odkazov medzi aplikáciami a distribučnými informáciami. 
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Annotation 
Especially two areas of energy applications - environmental reporting and energy management – are 
emphasized due to the current EU legislation and opening energy markets. 

Emissions reporting is driven by several EU directives and international agreements, like Emissions Trading 
Scheme. The directives guide implementation of the emission information management and reporting 
procedures, but requirements and differences defined by the local authorities are challenging both for the 
system supplier and for the energy producer. 

Energy management of industrial energy production (CHP) is an application, which offers real-time tools for 
forecasting mill's energy need and optimizing the energy balance between a mill’s own production, 
purchases and consumption. This can bring significant reductions in mill energy costs and consumption. 

For these applications, the exact and well-managed information is needed. Data is retrieved from plant historians 
and event databases, ERP’s and external sources. Calculation applications generate characteristic values (KPI’s), 
which are used for monitoring operation, improving plant availability and boosting performance. 

Common office tools, like MS Excel, are the most convenient tools for reporting and processing information. 
Integration tools are needed to combine data from several sources to a single channel, handling messaging 
between applications and distributing information. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Especially two areas of energy applications - environmental reporting and energy management – are 
emphasized due to the current EU legislation and opening energy markets. 

Emission and green energy reporting is driven by several EU directives, which guide implementation of the 
emission information management and reporting procedures. Special requirements defined by the local 
authorities are challenging both for the system supplier and for the energy producer. The requirements of 
authorities are getting higher, but there are also other parties interested in the environmental information. 

Energy management of industrial energy production (CHP) is an example of application targeted to 
economically optimize energy production and purchasing. Energy management applications offer real time 
tools to plan production and purchasing of energy. Furthermore, optimizing production and purchasing of 
energy, integrated and harmonized with other targets of the production unit, justify investments with short 
payback time. 

For these applications, the exact and well-managed information is the necessity. Sources of information are 
plant databases: process and event historians, ERP’s like SAP R/3, and external sources like weather forecast 
services. Plant management applications calculate characteristic values, which are used for monitoring 
operation, improving plant availability and boosting performance in real-time. 

Common office tools, like MS Excel, are the most flexible way of reporting and processing received 
information. Integration tools are needed to combine data from several sources to a single channel, handling 
messaging between applications and presenting and distributing information. 

Essential for the user is the availability and easiness of information retrieval, both in the form of formal 
reports and for analyzing purposes. In the current mobile world, the web user interface offers the most 
flexible and easiest-to-use tool set. Process Information Portal combines information from several sources to 
a single point, offering view to one plant or to the whole enterprise. 

2. CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 
MANAGEMENT 

EU directives background 
Environmental information management is needed in every energy producing company. Requirements of 
environmental reporting are derived from several directives of EU: 

− The IPPC (Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control) Directive defines environmental permission 
principles 

− LCP directive (2001/80/EC, directive on the limitation of emissions of certain pollutants into the air 
from large combustion plants) defines emission reporting for plants over 50 MW thermal capacity 

− directive on the incineration of waste (2000/76/EC) defines guidelines for emission reporting of waste-
to-energy plants 

− trading of green certificates is defined in Renewable Energy Certificate System (RECS) 
− EU's greenhouse emissions allowance trading scheme (often referred as ETS), established in directive 

2003/78/EC, defines implementation of CO2 certificates trading, which should start in January 2005, 
though many countries have not yet given their National Allocation Plans (NAP). 

Requirements 
The requirements by defined authorities are getting higher: 

− information delivery cycle is shorter: change from one year to one month 
− information is accepted only in electronic format 
− exactness of information is more important, because the same information is distributed to several 

databases 
− quality of CO2 information is comparable to accounting data due to its role in green house emission 

allowance trading. 
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Through the general environmental awareness, also new requirements has risen:  

− employees follow their companies’ behaviour 
− owners and investors want information how their investment money is used 
− customers prefer environmentally "healthy" products 
− voluntary environmental management systems (ISO 14001, EMAS) become more common. 

The challenges for the system supplier are related to the different applications of the directives. The basic 
emission follow-up and calculations may be a standard application, but each delivery has to be customised 
according to the each plant’s environmental permission, especially for authority reporting. The calculation 
and reporting rules are different for different countries and even for different areas of a country, depending 
on the interpretation of the local authorities. 

The new requirements of LCP emission reporting include: 

− on-line analyzers of flue gases for main emissions and process measurements 
− measurements, sampling and analysing by CEN standard, including third-party validation of 

measurements 
− high availability of on-line measurements reporting. For example: If more than certain number of 

measurements are not valid, the whole daily average is defined invalid. If more than ten daily values are 
invalid, the authority has to request actions to improve system reliability. 

The waste incineration directive includes not only handling of emissions to air and water, but also measuring 
and reporting of waste fuels and deliveries to landfills. 

Solution 

In Metso Automation’s metsoDNA automation concept the environmental reporting solutions belongs to the 
Plant Management Applications. The metsoDNA information management activity is the platform, where 
both collected process data and refined information are stored in the DNAhistorian database. Reporting is 
implemented with MS Excel reports and distributed via web portal. 

Emission Monitoring application includes the calculation of the flue gas properties, the conversion of the 
measured emissions (CO, NOx, SO2) into the required units and the calculation of absolute emissions. The 
produced information stored in the historian database is available both for real-time follow-up and for 
authority reporting. 

Authority Reporting provides the power plant’s personnel with a tool to generate necessary reports in 
compliance with the requirements of environmental authorities. The technical specification introduces the 
calculation and reporting procedures. Due to the different environmental authority requirements, the 
calculations and reporting will be modified according to the plant's environmental permit. 

Green Certificate Reporting calculates the amount of energy produced with bio-fuels. Measuring the 
amount and quality of bio-fuels is often very difficult, which leads to demanding calculations. 
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Picture 1: Emission monitoring display and report examples 

Solid fuels data management is an application, which receives data from scale systems, but can be applied 
to store information related to nay truck loads coming in to plant or leaving the plant, thus serving also waste 
reporting. 

Electronic data transfer to the environmental authority system is required in the new permissions. There 
are several ways to implement this, starting from manual data entry to a web form, up to automatic XML file 
transfer. Typically data is delivered once per year, but e.g. green certificate reports are delivered once per 
month, and direction seems to be towards monthly reporting cycle. 

The key figures proportioned to energy production tell the actual development on the long term, thus 
supporting continual improvement. Environmental performance of the plant is as important asset as the 
amount and quality of production. 

3. SOLUTION FOR ENERGY MANAGEMENT 
Energy costs can make up a remarkable share of the total production costs in the process industry. The 
following text describes a solution for a paper mill, but the same principle applies to any energy producing 
and consuming industrial unit. 

Optimized steam and electricity production offers energy-intensive enterprises remarkable cost-reduction 
possibilities. The energy management system provides such mills cost-effective and easy-to-use tools for the 
calculation of the current energy balance and consumption, as well as of short-term and long-term demands. 
This allows the mill to optimize its energy production and purchasing. 

As a result, the mill can reduce energy costs, as well as achieve its full saving potential, which is a valuable 
competitive factor in today’s constantly changing business environment. 

Real-time energy balance 

The system’s Energy Balance application monitors key performance parameters in detail, as well as 
important equipment such as boilers and steam turbines. The mill can follow-up the real-time status of its 
energy purchasing, production and consumption on a single display. This helps improve overall performance 
and minimize losses. At the same time, the application also produces reliable and accurate historical data for 
production and demand forecasting. 

The system monitors and reports steam, electricity and condensate return for each department. As a result, 
the mill gains information about department-specific nominal energy consumption and can improve its 
energy efficiency, simply by improving the managers’ awareness of mill’s energy consumption. 
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Demand forecasting 

The Energy Management System also forecasts the mill’s energy demand (including water, fuel, steam and 
electricity) and enables the optimization of energy production and purchases. The forecasts are based on 
a production plan that can be accessed either manually or automatically through the plant’s information 
management system. The demand forecast is calculated as required on an hourly, weekly or monthly basis. 

Forecasts for process steam and electricity consumption are automatically generated from the production 
plan. Because different grades consume different amounts of energy, the steam, electricity, gas and water 
consumption is determined separately for each paper grade. This is important to ensure forecast reliability. 
The system determines the consumption figures based on current or historical performance data and modifies 
them automatically according to collected process information. For instance, the forecasts will take into 
account any changes in energy efficiency. In this way the mill can plan energy production and electricity 
purchases with more reliability. 
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Picture 2: Principle of demand forecasting, resulting to plan in Excel 

Supply forecasting 

The Energy Management System’s energy supply forecasts include estimates for electricity generation, 
electricity purchases and process steam generation. A Steam Plant Optimization Tool (SPOT) is used to 
determine how much electricity can be generated in accordance with steam load requirements – and how 
much has to be purchased. The tool provides the mill with an optimum production scheme, which helps the 
mill to plan how to operate its boilers and steam and gas turbines with minimum operating costs. The 
minimization of the mill’s own power generation costs usually translates into a 1-3 % reduction in operating 
costs. 

The steam plant optimization tool takes all constraints into account (maintenance shutdowns, physical and 
contractual limits), improves maintenance planning and scheduling, helps optimize fuel usage and find the 
optimum operation mode. It assists steam plants in their daily operations, in load allocations and in short-
term and long-term optimization, including energy budgeting and power contract optimization. The 
optimization of heat and power generation and the optimal use of power generation capacity can result in 
a 1-2 % reduction in total energy consumption. 

Proven solution 
One of our customers reports 10 % reduction in their purchased energy prices, because with metsoDNA 
EMS the mill can forecast their energy need in 15 minutes intervals for three days very accurately. In 
addition to that, the solution is valuable in proactive planning of own generation. The system paid itself back 
within the first six months. 
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4. TOOLS FOR APPLICATIONS 
The following chapter describes some of the tools available in metsoDNA information management activity 
for meeting the requirements of applications. 

Data collection and integration 
DNAhistorian is a high-performance data management system for collecting continuous process data. It is 
composed of a memory-based database and disk resident historian. Additionally, data collection may be 
secured with special buffering interface station. Normally DNAhistorian is the backbone of the application, 
but often also relational databases, such as Oracle or SQL Server, are needed. Through DNAdataServices 
access layer, the calculation, display and reporting applications can access data from any data source, 
providing that a data provider procedure can be programmed for the specific data source. 

DNAproCalc is the calculation environment for development, testing and running calculation applications. 
Application modules, written by using Visual C# environment, utilize thermodynamic libraries. Through 
DNAdataServices the applications can access data from various sources. 

For demanding communication with applications from other suppliers, DNAi solution for messaging and 
application integration is available. 

Web user interface 
Process Information Portal is the technique for sharing information within all levels of the organization, from 
the operators to the management. The user interface runs in Internet Explorer and consists of capabilities to 
display process diagrams, trends and numeric tables from the DNAhistorian database, but above all, allows 
retrieving interactive Excel reports in the web portal. Strict security methods for user authentication and 
authorization are applied to web users. 

 
Picture 3: Plant Information Portal 

eDNAwebStage is the frame of the Process Information Portal, but it also allows adding and removing of 
variables on-line to the web display templates. eDNAprocessView handles process diagram type displays, 
which are configured with commercial development tools, like MS FrontPage. 
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5. SUMMARY 
Requirements to the energy producers, coming from EU, markets and other interest groups are increasing 
continuously. In the current changing and challenging energy business environment, the solutions developed 
for environmental reporting and energy management are in very essential role. Flexibility and reliability of 
calculations, reporting and user interfaces help the users efficiently retrieve necessary information and serve 
their customers and authorities in real-time. Modern information technology is a valuable tool for the 
operating personnel and management to operate the plant efficiently and cost effectively. 


